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Abstract

This study presents a textual and grammatical analysis of 52 passages of Isaiah as they are found in Cave IV of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Masoretic Text, the Septuagint, the King James version, and the Book of Mormon. The objective was to determine the relationship, if any, of those verses in the Book of Mormon with the other textual traditions. Based on the differences between the Book of Mormon text and the King James version, and upon the confirmation of those Book of Mormon differences by the other traditions, it was concluded that The Book of Mormon follows its own tradition.
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It's not the most complete book rather the most correct Book of Mormon was translated in 64 days by an uneducated man and a handful of scribes. The way the Book of Mormon came forth is part of its power. We can't explain it without bringing God involved. Possible meaning of the word Gazelem (A1maa37:23). Pre-mortal name of Joseph Smith. Eastern writing traditions. Poetry Mixed tenses voices I Symbols Not consecutive. Three prominent themes found in Isaiah's writings. House of Israel Atonement Building Zion. Four keys given by Nephi to understand Isaiah. arises whether the book of mormon represents a textual tradition, different from those of the other texts or whether a relationship exists. traditi...